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Transworld Publishers Ltd. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Homer's Odyssey, Gwen
Cooper, The last thing Gwen Cooper wanted was another cat. She already had two, not to mention
a phenomenally underpaying job and a recently broken heart. But Homer was no ordinary cat. He
was a three week old, abandoned, eyeless kitten and Gwen was unable to resist his charm. It was
love at first sight. Homer, tagged as an 'underachiever' from day one, quickly proved his doubters
wrong revealing himself to be a tiny dare devil with a giant heart and a passion for adventure. The
kitten they said would never be as independent or as playful as the other cats eagerly made friends
with every human who crossed his path, scaled seven foot bookcases with ease and chased off an
intruder in the middle of the night. He even survived being trapped alone for days after 9/11 in an
apartment near the World Trade Centre. "Homer's Odyssey" is the story of one cats unswerving
loyalty, his infinite capacity for love, his constant happiness in the face of all obstacles and his ability
to inspire and transform Gwen's life. He kept her company through the ups and downs...
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It becomes an amazing ebook that we have possibly read through. It is really simplified but surprises within the 50 % from the ebook. You can expect to like
how the blogger compose this book.
-- Ms. Sha ina  Leg r os III--  Ms. Sha ina  Leg r os III

A fresh electronic book with a brand new perspective. It is actually rally exciting throgh reading period of time. I am easily will get a enjoyment of looking
at a composed pdf.
-- Elea nor e Er nser-- Elea nor e Er nser
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